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Jack Frost
The class banquet will be held Friday night, April the thirteenth, in the city auditorium of Bangor. Special trolley cars will leave the S.A.E. waiting station at 6:40 for Bangor and the banquet will begin at 6:30. One car will return at 11. Admission to the banquet will be by the menus which may be secured at the M.C.A. building Thursday and Friday afternoons from 1 to 4 o'clock. These must be obtained by every freshman who wishes to attend the banquet. There will be no charge as the banquet expenses will be taken from the class dues.

Joe Kyet and his orchestra will play during the evening. Professor 'Jimmy' Moreland will be toastmaster and Dean Corbet and Professor A.B. Jensen will give speeches.

As the freshman class is not allowed to sponsor a dance, the banquet is the only freshman event of the year. The banquet was cancelled last year, but with its revival this year the old Maine tradition has not been abandoned.

Time for new styles in hair cuts
Soon to arrive.

Books and classes to be abandoned,
From Thurs. to Fri.

Beginning at eight o'clock
Thursday morning and continuing til five o'clock Friday afternoon, the University of Maine campus will be transformed into a veritable Western front, when sophomores meet freshmen in the annual period of hostilities between the two classes.

It will be the long expected time for the freshmen, but as to whether or not sophomores look forward to it is rather doubtful. Rumors are prevalent that certain '38 men have already been looking around for a safe retreat during the period of action.

Several freshmen have made special trips to Bangor recently for the sole purpose of purchasing hair clippers. However, these disfiguring instruments are not the only weapons that have been collected for this battle of battles, by the more aggressive members of the class of '37. Rotten eggs and other defunct organic matter have come in for their share of importance.

Some of our fair co-eds have considered entering into this grave conflict, but not too seriously we wager. A few may endeavor to use shears, scissors, and the like to good advantage.

Incidentally, it is of interest to note that the entire company of inhabitants of the third and fourth floors of the North Section have partially clipped their own heads in anticipation of the big event. They are usually proud of their hair cutting accomplishments. They really present a most gruesome sight when viewed collectively.

Any people cutting hair previously to the period of hostilities will be punished.
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EDITORIAL

A CALL TO ARMS

In the class, we must organize.
Our Class President has done much to organize the class into a single fighting unit, but the success or failure of his plan depends entirely on the attitude of each individual. Every one of us, to the last man, must enter into the conflict with a do-or-die spirit if we are to maintain our self-respect. We must unite and work as one gang. Different sections of the dormitories must throw aside their partisanship and combine to overthrow our self-confident enemies. We must offer our lives unselfishly for this worthy cause.

TWO FRESHMEN TO STAR IN MASQUE

Final Masque play to be presented May 2 and 3

The cast for the Junior Week play, "The Late Christopher Bean," by Sidney Howard, to be presented by the Maine Masque contains two freshmen, Jane Stillman and Jane Sullivan. Jane Sullivan will enact the role of Abby, the Haggett's hired help who is about to leave their home after having served them for fifteen years. Jane Sullivan takes the part of Susy, the youngest daughter of the Haggett family, who resents her family's mercenary callings and takes Abby's part in all the quarrels.

"The Late Christopher Bean," which had a sensational run on Broadway in 1932 and recently has appeared in motion pictures with great success, is the story of a warrant family, the Haggetts, who had taken care of an indigent painter, Chris Bean, and made fun of him all the while. The discovery that the paintings which they had all scorn of were in reality worth thousands of dollars leads to many amusing situations.

Fred Woods '35 who was such a success in "Counselor-at-Law" will portray the role of Dr. Haggett and Lucinda Ripley '35, well-known in dramatic circles for her excellent acting, takes the part of his mercenary wife, always nagging to let her go to Florida.

At the W.S.G.A. meeting held for all freshmen girls at five o'clock last Thursday afternoon in 30 Coburn, Henrietta Cliff was elected treasurer of the organization. The other officers of W.S.G.A. will be elected by respective classes.
Hello you lucky listeners------and I bet you with actually all but its a small matter--------the nicest thing to have is that Angie Johnson and some girl just have filled our ears with lies and will awhile up to the other soon, so that our isn't a word--------is a science--------and then, sir, sir, sir! Williams say "I've the balls" when he want "may the war"--------mixed emotions.--------
The boys that have been playing ball out in front of the gym have really been getting in shape for the cops throwing; not in the hood Izadore.--------not any one else once say yes--------People who would look with a 'hair cut'--------
Fairy Feet" Dow, Bradley, Ross, Grant, Tacy, Henson, Coakley, Buck Russell, Betty Turk, Doty Hoy, Bosh Croth, and Hamm, the forty thieves, Ken Young, Jack Frost------------------------
All the Owls, all the Sophs, me, John Young------------------------
Whedoes Phil spend the weekends,------------"Perfectly all right, won't say a word"--------Fine Don Crane gives a little coed a play all evening then screams to Bangor or Old Town as soon as he takes her in. Kind of a fool ball or maybe we're wrong------------------------
And Geo. Littlefield who is giving one little girl a play suddenly was seen in the arms of someone else. I'll take vanilla.------------------------
About all I have to chirp--------got crossed up and lost all my dirt---remember don't swing too hard with a brick in either hand and don't part with the golden locks--------The latest report has it that all the Sophs will be gathered around the S.A.E, Delta Tau and riverbank the day the fight starts, also that the Juniors want to get organized and help their Soph friends because of early hostilities--------it's a small matter again----------.

The iron

The New North Section Style

HEARD AT SPECIAL SOPHOMORE MEETING TODAY

At a special meeting of the Sophomores held today it was decided that none of the members of that class would leave campus during the period of hostilities. They have all pledged themselves to remain on campus for special (very special) haircuts. Now we will not have to start on the Juniors and Seniors as we feared we might have to last night when we noticed several Sophs leaving.